This research was aimed at eliciting the requirements of practitioners who use conceptual modeling in their professional work for the visual notations of modeling languages. While the use of conceptual modeling in practice has been addressed, what practitioners in fact require of the visual notation of the modeling languages they use has received little attention. This work was thus motivated by the need to understand to what extent practitioners' requirements are acknowledged and accommodated by visual notation research efforts. A mixed-method study was conducted, with a survey being offered over the course of several months to LinkedIn professional groups. The requirements included in the survey were based on a leading design theory for visual notations, the Physics of Notations. After preprocessing, 104 participant responses were analyzed. Data analysis included descriptive coding and qualitative analysis of purposes for modeling and additional requirements beyond the scope of visual design. Statistical and factorial analysis was used to explore potential correlations between the importance of different requirements as perceived by practitioners and the demographic factors (e.g., domain, purpose, topics). The results indicate several correlations between demographic factors and the perceived importance of visual notation requirements, as well as differences in the perceived relative importance of different requirements for models used to communicate with modeling experts as compared to non-experts. Furthermore, the results show an evolution from trends identified in studies conducted in the previous decade. The identified correlations with practitioners' demographics reveal several research challenges that should be addressed, as well as the potential benefits of more purpose-specific tailoring of visual notation design. Furthermore, the shift in practitioner demographics as compared to those found in earlier work indicates that the research and development of conceptual modeling efforts needs to stay up-to-date with the way practitioners employ conceptual modeling.
what industry wants has always been of high priority in software engineering (SE) research. The majority of leading SE scientific events include industry tracks, and in 2011 ICSE even held a panel titled "What industry wants from research." In a recent paper Ivanov et al. [15] , stress that "if the aim of a researcher is to make an impact on industry, understanding what practitioners care about can be a useful guideline to achieve the aim." More importantly, the authors claim that "not only should research results be 'pushed' into the industry, but also it is important to 'pull' the needs of industry."
The phenomenon of "pushing" as opposed to "pulling" has been raising increasing concerns in the requirements engineering (RE) community. Wieringa and Heerkens [46] claim that most design papers in RE present a solution to a problem, but have neither a validation of this solution nor an investigation of the problems that it can solve. In the context of visual notations, Kaindl et al. [16] propose that for RE to mature, first notational standards should become generally accepted and used, and research should build on what others have done rather than "inventing yet another modelling technique."
Indeed, in the field of conceptual modeling, "pulling" the needs of practitioners, the primary users of modeling languages, is particularly important. Numerous studies have examined how modeling languages are used in practice [5, 7, 28, 48] . However, in terms of "pulling" needs from practitioners, an important aspect of conceptual modeling languages has received less attention in research: their interface with the user or their visual notation [45] .
Visual notations, or the concrete syntax of modeling languages, are the main means by which users interface with conceptual models. The visual design of such models is a key factor in determining their effectiveness in terms of accurately and efficiently conveying the information represented. Approaches have been proposed with guidelines for designing cognitively effective visual notations (e.g., [13, 18, 33] ), with the most cited approach in recent years being a theory known as the Physics of Notations (PoN) [33] . Scientific studies applying these principles have mostly "pushed" a variety of new visual notations to the industry [45] , whereas "pulling" from industry by actively involving practitioners has typically remained limited in this context [21] .
The active involvement of practitioners in designing and evaluating visual notations is of vital importance, as many aspects of cognitively effective visual notation rely on understanding the users and their cognitive make-up [25, 47] . For example, while it is well known that accurate interpretation of models can be improved by using rich pictures that suggest their meaning, understanding exactly what a given picture suggests to a group of people requires their active involvement in establishing how exactly they understand such pictures. Failing to achieve such involvement leads to the scenarios that Freudenberg and Sharp describe, in which "software practitioners frequently complain that academic research doesnt meet their requirements or expectations" [10] . This paper focuses on "pulling" from industry in the context of the design of visual notations, exploring practitioners' requirements of the visual notations they use in industry. In particular, we focus on three research questions:
RQ1. What requirements do practitioners perceive for the visual notations of the conceptual modeling languages they use? RQ2. Does the existing theory for visual notation design (in particular, the 'PoN') cover these requirements? RQ3. Does the existing modeling language landscape cover these requirements?
Naturally, the answers depend on the purpose for which a modeling language is used, as it is widely understood that there has to be a fit between the notation and the mental task to be performed with it [43] . For instance, it is likely that the requirements of a modeling language used among developers or technical experts would differ from those of a language used to communicate with non-technically oriented stakeholders, such as users, business experts, and domain experts. To address the above question, we conducted an empirical study to elicit detailed requirements from 104 practitioners who employ modeling languages in industry. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses related work, while Sect. 3 details the empirical study we conducted. Practitioner demographics are presented in Sect. 4 , and their requirements for visual notations are given in Sect. 5. The statistical analysis to assess correlations and the interpretation of the findings are provided in Sect. 6 . Finally, we discuss the implications of these findings for research and development work on visual notation in Sect. 7.
Related work

Personal versus model aspects for notations' understandability
User perceptions of certain design factors have been found to influence the perceived usefulness of visual notations; these perceptions are therefore likely to affect adoption rates of visual notations. Figl and Derntl [8] proposed that taking these findings into account would "enable developers of visual modeling languages to propel the adoption by practitioners by considering the relevant criteria and thus improving the perceived usefulness of a language." It has been noted that the effect of personal factors on the degree to which models are understood is more important than that of model factors [39] . Thus, the perceived importance of requirements for a model and the visual notation in which it is captured may also differ from person to person. Professional differences between people can give rise to further differentiation. For example, the understandability of a model may be affected by the modeler's original purpose [39] . The way in which models can differ according to the purpose for which they are used has been studied in the context of process modeling [6] , but otherwise little empirical work has been accomplished [39] . Similarly, a model's understandability is affected by whether it describes a domain similar to that with which the reader is familiar, which has been studied in, e.g., SE [19] .
Use of conceptual modeling in practice
In two well-known studies, the use of conceptual modeling in practice was investigated [5, 7] . Neither of these studies made specific distinctions between the different aspects of a modeling language, investigating and discussing their comprehensibility overall. Thus, it is difficult to assess what aspects relate more to abstract syntax, concrete syntax, secondary notation, or even pragmatics such as context of use.
In a detailed study on the actual practice of conceptual modeling as an activity, 26 highly experienced professionals were inteviewed. It was noted that, in practice, the purpose that is ascribed to the modeling task strongly affects what is modeled and that considerable variations exist in the value that practitioners ascribe to different modeling activities [30] . Specific tool functionality has been found to positively contribute to the useful of a modeling grammar as perceived by its users [38] .
An empirical study on the needs of industrial users of architecture languages noted that better visualization and usability is the second most lacking feature in architecture (modeling) languages, as well as that modeling support focused on visual modeling and freehand sketching tools [28] is required. The study consequently concluded that research "should concentrate on supporting these two representation paradigms."
While some of these studies assessed whether professionals deem visual notation important in practice, their exact requirements of visual notation remains understudied. Figl and Derntl's work [8] does address this to a certain degree, but is focused on assessing the perceptions of whether some requirements were satisfied-not on whether they were deemed important by professionals.
Approaches for the design of visual notations
In addition to research on understanding how professionals do model, there is a multitude of research studies that prescribe how they should model. Several approaches exist, from general ones such as the Guidelines of Modeling [41] and SEQUAL [18] , to more specific approaches such as the process-focused 7PMG [29] , and to the more strongly visual notation-oriented approaches, such as Cognitive Dimensions [13] for visual programming environments, and the Physics of Notations [33] .
The latter has grown to become a widely referenced work on visual notation design. It established a core set of nine principles for cognitively effective notations grounded in theory and empirical evidence from a wide range of fields. An overview of these principles, showing the variety of aspects of visual notations they address, is shown in Table 1 .
The challenge in applying this theory (and many other approaches) is that it does not consist solely of requirements that can be straightforwardly operationalized without user involvement [23, 25] . Moreover, user involvement is rarely seen in applications [21] . These challenges are further evidenced by the work attempting to formalize or implement the PoN [12, 42] , which remains limited to those principles that can be "formalized" a priori, requiring no empirical knowledge. This strengthens the need to understand practitioners' requirements for visual notations, as understanding what is perceived as most urgent, or prioritized over other aspects, would help researchers effectively apply this theory to suit practical requirements. The lack of user involvement is not unique to research efforts on visual notation design, as argued in a recent proposal to alleviate such concerns by stimulating active involvement of end-users in the visual notation design [3] . However, this proposal was focused on establishing procedures for actively involving people in the design of visual notations, not on deriving and encoding their requirements for potential later reuse of specific design fragments.
An in-depth case study on selecting the appropriate process modeling notation for an organization [45] shows that requirements elicited from practitioners have a strong similarity to the principles of the PoN theory-giving a first hint that it may potentially be a complete, albeit ambiguous, set of requirements. Similarly, some work exists that addresses the (partial) requirements of practitioners in the context of a specific visual notation being developed (e.g., [14, 44] ). However, typically no generalization or discussion toward establishing these requirements as reusable patterns or fragments has been included in such efforts. 
Research methods
Detailed research questions
RQ2.
To what extent does existing research address these requirements?
While the first question is focused on eliciting and correlating requirements, we also need to examine the extent to which the current state of the art in visual notation design "pushes" researchers to design visual notations that address the actual requirements of professionals. To this end, we investigate: (a) Which requirements elicited in RQ1(b) concern visual notation design, and which concern other aspects, such as secondary notation and tool support? (b) Do the nine principles of the PoN theory cover all the requirements of practitioners for visual notation design? (c) Are the remaining requirements, not concerned with visual notation design, addressed by research efforts?
RQ3.
To what extent does the existing modeling language landscape satisfy these requirements? 
Research protocol
Materials
We distributed a survey using Google Forms. The survey structure, including all the questions as the participants received them, is shown in Appendix 1.
To answer the research questions, an approach incorporating both qualitative and quantitative methods was required. To this end, the questions pertaining to the perceived importance of the requirements expressed by the nine PoN principles (survey questions 8-17 and 18-27) were presented as 5-point Likert scale questions, whereas the questions on the detailed additional requirements that practitioners may have were presented as open-ended questions, in order to elicit textual responses to be analyzed via an emergent coding scheme.
The demographic questions were presented as open-ended questions, since we wished to prevent the bias caused by prompting practitioners to respond with a particular view (e.g., the typical purpose for modeling), while other questions were implemented as multiple-select questions with an additional "other" option (e.g., topics modeled, domains active in).
Pilot
We piloted an initial survey among four professionals with expertise in conceptual modeling techniques. Their feedback was used to verify the estimated time needed to complete the survey and remove any potential misunderstandings in the phrasing. Two participants in the pilot indicated that their answers concerning the importance of each requirement would differ according to whether they were interacting with fellow modeling experts, or other stakeholders without expertise in modeling (e.g., business stakeholders). Accordingly, we divided the survey into two distinct parts, the first focusing on requirements participants held for notations used among fellow modeling experts, and the second to requirements held for notations used among other stakeholders with no modeling expertise. This version was piloted again with the same group, after which no more ambiguities were found.
Participants
We used LinkedIn to approach practitioners who employ conceptual modeling techniques. In particular, we solicited participation in the study via relevant professional groups. We searched first for groups based on keywords such as "conceptual modeling," "requirements," "business analyst," "software architect/engineer," and "enterprise architect/engineer," and then snowballed for more relevant groups by looking through the profiles of members of relevant groups. More detailed demographic data of the participants belonging to the groups that took part in the study are presented in Sect. 4.
Procedure
We called for participation in 60 LinkedIn Professional Groups likely to be acquainted with conceptual modeling techniques. We posted in several Dutch-language groups, for which the first author translated the message into Dutch. Depending on the group in which we posted, we varied the examples of modeling languages given in order to match those in which members of the group were most likely be interested. For example, in a Dutch-language Enterprise Architecture group we mentioned ArchiMate as one of the example languages.
We invited people to participate in the survey voluntarily, with no incentive given, except stating we would share the results with those interested. The total time-span of the survey was around half a year, with the first posting taking place at the end of October 2016, and the last at the beginning of March 2017. We posted reminders in some of the groups two months after the initial posting to attempt to elicit further responses.
Data analysis
Preprocessing
In total, we received 108 responses. Before analysis, we preprocessed the data to eliminate any unusable responses. We manually detected suspicious entries, and discarded one response because all the textual answers contained the same repeating nonsensical string and the answer to each Likert scale question was exactly the same.
We excluded participants having experience only in academia. To achieve this, we examined the responses to the domain question, and discarded any participant who listed only academia as the domain. Participants who worked in academia in addition to industry were included. This step led to three additional responses being discarded, ultimately giving us a final set of 104 usable responses.
Descriptive analysis
The personal demographic questions (survey questions 1-3) were collected and tabulated to provide an overview of the relevant findings, as shown in Sect. 4. We manually processed the country data to ensure no redundancy as a result of remaining synonyms, e.g., "USA", "US", and "United States" being shortened to "USA".
Most of the professional demographic questions (survey questions 4, 6, and 7) were similarly processed. For example, survey question 6 was processed by assessing whether any synonyms existed, that is, whether the same modeling language was referred to by more than one (e.g., misspelled) word. Survey question 5, the typical purpose of modeling, was analyzed qualitatively, as described further in Sect. 3.3.4.
Quantitative analysis
Through elicitation of quantitative data and further descriptive and statistical analysis, we can answer most of RQ1, namely subquestions RQ1(a), (c), and (d). We analyzed Likert scale data strictly considering responses as ordinal data, using the median and the appropriate significance tests. For statistical analysis of the relationship between the Likert scale data and any demographic data, we calculated the Spearman correlation coefficients. Significance was assessed by calculating Fisher's exact test. In addition to the findings discussed in this article, the full output of our statistical analysis can be found in an online appendix. 1
Qualitative analysis
To answer the remaining questions, we applied a qualitative approach [35] to explore practitioners' perceptions in detail. Data elicited through these questions were first analyzed using exploratory coding [40] . We used a qualitative approach for analyzing the data originating from three questions: survey questions 5 and survey questions 17 and 27, respectively the typical purpose of their models and any additional or missing requirements practitioners have in addition to the ones presented in the survey.
To code the purpose data, first all three authors independently applied exploratory coding. In a collaborative setting, we iterated through the three resulting sets of codes several times, splitting and merging codes determined to be similar. After three iterations of code refinement, we agreed on a coding scheme and applied it to the results of survey question 5. For the data on missing requirements, we separately encoded whether one of the PoN principles addressed the presented requirement and/or whether the requirement was instead related to a different factor, such as tool support or semantic quality instead of the visual notation. We collaboratively merged these coding schemes, resolving any disagreements through discussion.
Threats to validity
Internal validity
The primary threats to validity in this study are construct validity (ensuring the survey items mean to the participants what we presume they do [4] ), and participant fit (ensuring that the participants are in fact those from whom we wish to gain an understanding of visual notation requirements).
The requirements were presented as the one-sentence summary given by the PoN itself. Given the brevity of their description, it is possible that the participants' interpretation of these requirements were different from that intended; however, given the ambiguous nature of the PoN itself [25] , even if given full details of the principles as presented in [33] , such differences in interpretation could arise. The highlevel descriptions used in our study represent the summarized overall "spirit" of the principles, and are widely used by different applications of the PoN. We therefore worked under the assumption that they serve as an adequate representation of the principles. To further mitigate this threat, we asked participants whether they had any additional requirements that were not included in those presented in the survey. By analyzing the answers to this question and coding them according to whether they were covered by a PoN principle or not, we could ensure that, even if a phrasing was not understood by a participant, any related requirements they may have were elicited through this question.
Participant fit to the study was ensured by limiting the recruitment to relevant LinkedIn groups in order to target only those with experience in conceptual modeling. The profile built by the questions given above further helped to select only those participants with relevant and significant experience. Furthermore, we specifically targeted those with primary industrial experience, and ensured that no participants were included in the datasets whose primary experience was solely of an academic nature.
External validity
The main threat to external validity is the potential selfselection bias, as we elicited responses only from those practitioners willing to respond. However, in our experience of posting these surveys on LinkedIn, we encountered several groups where one or more participant enthusiastically replied to the survey and encouraged others to join, emphasizing the potential benefit of the insight that the study could also provide to their community. That said, we do not believe that this bias, even if it exists, would have hindered the results; it may have simply helped us to identify more requirements in the case where the participants of the survey were those more aware of the importance of visual notations and their effectiveness.
Other potential threats to external validity may stem from the demographic attributes of the participants. We made every effort to include participants from different geographic regions, cultures, professional domains, and so on. Given the relatively wide spread of the participants in the different demographic attributes, we believe that this risk was well mitigated, for the most part (with the main exception being the typical over-representation of participants from the Western world).
Findings: demographics
General demographics
We first established some general demographic data to ensure that the data represent an appropriate sample of participants for deriving requirements held by experienced practitioners. Most of the participants were professionally active in the Western world (European or American countries, representing, respectively, 33% and 20% of the participants), with a limited number active in the Asia/Pacific (8%), Middle East (5%), and African (2%) regions.
The majority (61%) of participants were experienced practitioners, with more than ten years' professional experience of employing some form of conceptual modeling with visual notations in practice. The remainder of the participants were evenly distributed between having 5 to 10 or less than 5 years of experience (each 19%).
The size of participants' organizations is more evenly distributed, but may not be entirely representative. We learned from participants' feedback that some were employed in major companies, but spent most of their time working as consultants in smaller companies, and others vice versa. Thus, we did not take the size of a participant's organization into account when investigating potential correlations between demographics and perceived requirements.
Modeling-specific demographics
This subsection presents modeling-specific demographic data, including the domains in which the participants worked, the topics they typically modeled, the modeling languages they used, and for what purpose these modeling efforts were undertaken.
Domains: in what professional context do participants model?
The most commonly occurring working domain in this study was "IT/Software", (48% of participants) with other domains, such as Financial (23%), Services (22%), and Government (19%), following at a distance. Participants were typically active in a single domain (66%). Because most participants were active in a single domain, we could more straightforwardly check for correlations between specific domains and perceived requirements (see Sect. 6).
Topics: what do participants actually model?
We elicited the topics that participants modeled, allowing multiple answers. In contrast to working in single domains, most participants (87%) worked on multiple topics, with the number of topics ranging from one to five, and the median being three. Interestingly, many participants (70%) modeled processes even if they were not uniquely focused on (business) process modeling, making it one of the most frequently occurring topics. It is likely that this can be explained by the concept of processes being important for the modeling of many things that incorporate them, e.g., enterprise architectures, information flow, flow in software design, and so on.
Notation: what visual notation(s) do participants use?
We asked participants in an open question to note the modeling languages they used. Figure 1 gives an overview of the number of modeling languages used, and which languages in particular were mentioned. The x-axis of Fig. 1b is intentionally broken to show the strongly skewed distribution in the relative use of the 58 mentioned modeling languages, most with only a single mention. Shown is UML's relative dominance, followed by BPMN, and to a lesser degree SysML (itself strongly related to UML), and ArchiMate. Why these notations? The main characteristic shared by UML, BPMN, SysML and ArchiMate is that they are Object Management Group or Open Group standardized notations. This may already indicate a challenge for research on conceptual modeling in that proposed languages and notations may stand little chance of being used in preference to major notations that are regulated by standards committees. Furthermore, the standardization of these languages themselves may hold further challenges for ensuring that they are well designed and cognitively effective, because it is more complicated to make changes to their visual notation than to that of non-standardized languages.
Of further interest is the contrast of these findings to those of earlier work on the use of conceptual modeling in practice. Davies et al. [5] note that the most frequently used notations among their participants (members of the Professional Asso-(a) (b) Fig. 1 Number of modeling languages used by participants, and distribution of the specific languages mentioned. a Number of used modeling languages. b Used modeling languages (partial representation of 58 total languages) ciation for Australia's ICT Sector) were entity relationship (ER) diagrams and data flow diagrams, used, respectively, by 42% and 34% of their participants. Fettke [7] found that ER diagrams were frequently used by over 50% of his participants (members of the German Computer Society) and data flow diagrams less so, being used by over 20% of his respondents. However, in the study reported here participants mentioned ER diagrams and data flow diagrams only once and four times, respectively. As the earlier work mentioned here targeted IT professionals in general, not those working in a particular application domain, their results should be comparable to ours. This may indicate changing attitudes in practice toward which notations are used, which carries implications for ensuring that they are well designed. Furthermore, Davies et al. [5] note that, according to their findings, typically younger, less experienced modelers use languages such as UML. Our sample was composed predominantly of experienced participants, which may further corroborate a shift in attitudes from the previous decade.
Fettke indicated in [7] that whereas the use of UML had been rising, that of dataflow diagrams had already declined significantly, but that it remained unclear how rapidly the use of ER diagrams would decline. Figure 1 shows that many of the other modeling languages that were mentioned, even those that are far from being a niche language, were used by a single participant. Taken together, these findings indicate a worrying prospect for modeling language and visual notation design, because the adoption of visual notations in practice may be far more difficult than envisioned by some researchers.
As noted in Sect. 3.4, there are limitations to bear in mind when considering these data, most notably self-reporting bias and selection bias. However, given the wide spread of the targeted LinkedIn groups and the different domains that were reached, in our opinion even in these small-scale results a tendency of practice can be seen among the participants to use general-purpose languages and eschew, from their perspective, more esoteric notations.
Purpose: for what reason do participants model?
We asked participants again in an open question to note for what purpose they typically employed conceptual modeling. Ninety-four non-blank responses were given by participants. Six responses were filtered because they were irrelevant, e.g., where participants noted only terms such as "defence system," "control system", and "UML".
Participants typically modeled for a single purpose. This again made it more straightforward to check for correlations between specific purposes and perceived requirements (see Sect. 6). Both Davies et al. [5] and Fettke [7] found that database design and management were the most frequently occurring purposes for conceptual modeling. In Table 2 , we can see that design is indeed still one of the top purposes, although communication (frequently concerning the design) is given by most participants as their main purpose. Davies et al. [5] did find that regarding challenges to adoption of conceptual modeling, communication was the primary challenge for continued use of conceptual modeling in organizations.
Findings: requirements for visual notations
Perceived importance of requirements
First, we present the results from the main part of the survey: the Likert scale-based weighting of requirements for visual notations. Figure 2 shows the distribution of Likert scores for each requirement. Figure 2a shows the distribution when asked about the importance of each requirement while modeling with fellow experts, while Fig. 2b shows the importance of each requirement while modeling with non-experts such as business stakeholders or domain experts.
The most important requirement, whether modeling with experts or non-experts, is perceptual discriminability: a clear distinction between different symbols. For all other requirements, more differences in the extent of their importance in these two different contexts become apparent. Dual coding, for example, is the second most important requirement when modeling with both experts and non-experts. However, here differences become more apparent, as in the case of modeling with non-experts dual coding, namely the use of text to complement graphics, there is a 10% increase in the number of participants perceiving it as important. A comparison of the requirements that are deemed important by around 80% or more of the participants in Fig. 2 shows that for modeling with experts semiotic clarity, perceptual discriminability, complexity management, and dual coding are perceived as most important, while for modeling with non-experts, perceptual discriminability, semantic transparency, dual coding, and graphic economy are perceived as most important. Counter-intuitively, the requirement of cognitive fit, namely the use different visual dialects for different tasks and audiences, is perceived as important by only 50% and 65% of the participants in the case of modeling with experts and non-experts, respectively. Given the differences between the perceived importance of other requirements, which thus hints at a need for differentiation at least between modeling with experts and non-experts, this may indicate confusion among the participants concerning the exact meaning of this requirement. In this case, the additional requirements elicited and discussed in Sect. 5.2 indicate whether such a confusion may have occurred, and whether cognitive fit is indeed less important.
The distributions shown in Fig. 2 seem to hint at some differences between the perceived importance of some requirements depending on whether experts or non-experts in modeling are involved. The median scores for use with experts and non-experts in modeling differ slightly (0.5 to 1) for two principles: (i) semantic transparency, and (ii) cognitive fit. These two requirements are indeed vital to ensure non-experts can better understand a visual notation [33] . These differences are explored in more detail in Sect 6.
Categorization of elicited "additional" requirements
After asking participants to rate their perceived importance of each requirement, we asked them whether they had any additional requirements they felt were not addressed. We received 62 responses to this question. We filtered 6 responses as being irrelevant, 5 as being too ambiguous, 17 as addressing requirements only for tool support or model correctness, and 1 as indicating the need for the PoN theory by noting, "The modeling notation should be empirically founded on cognitive theories of visualisation." Two additional responses were filtered out because they addressed requirements for secondary notation (i.e., the arrangement of visual elements atoms, such as their spatial positioning), which is outside the PoN's scope, with one participant noting the need for, e.g., "Visual overlapping of lines, symbols when for some reason need to cross or be embedded one in another". Some of the filtered remarks, while discarded for the purpose of this classification, showed that practitioners acknowledge the need for established theory, and perhaps more importantly, examples of good design:
How the visual notations are to be used needs to be clearly and well documented, and an expert on their usage needs to offer adequate examples of usage, so you don't end up with what we have now when you google image search for a use case diagram.
From the remaining 31 extracted responses, we retrieved a total of 33 comments to be coded. We coded these data to identify additional or missing requirements, with the three authors independently coding the data. We marked whether, and if so, which PoN principle addressed each proposed requirement. The results are summarized in Table 3 .
The results show a link to the aspects in which non-experts were perceived by our participants as more cognitively challenged during model usage, such as the notion of personalizing the notation for different audiences and ensuring that the visual representation used be as simple as possible. In an earlier study on model-aided decision making in Enterprise Architecture [24], we found numerous responses that corroborate this tendency to require simplicity when working with modeling non-experts. For example, one architect noted that PowerPoint, Excel, and Visio were more suitable for non-technical audiences, and another architect noted that in dialogues with management stakeholders they did not use any modeling languages or techniques.
Synthesis: linking demographics & requirements
In this section, we explore in more detail the potential correlations between the demographic data we elicited and the perceived importance of each requirement held by each participant.
Correlations between requirements
We first investigated the relationship between the perceived importance of the requirements themselves. In the PoN theory, Moody gives a list of trade-offs (see Fig. 3 ) between different PoN principles. These relationships show that the satisfaction of one such requirement can lead to a positive or negative effect on that of another requirement. For example, satisfying cognitive integration, that is, being able to effectively link different diagrams together, may negatively influence the 1:1 relation between graphical symbols and semantic constructs, as more semantic constructs have to be represented with the same number of graphical constructs. Countering this, by introducing additional graphical constructs, would then negatively influence the graphic economy principle by raising the total number of graphical symbols used in the notation. We wanted to investigate whether practitioners' perceived importance of the requirements follow these trade-offs, as in some cases they seem rather intuitive. For example, if we were to optimize for graphic economy, that is, the total number of distinct graphical symbols used, we would be forced to reduce the visual expressiveness, as we could not use combinations of visual variables, such as size, color, and texture, to further distinguish between each symbol, because this would inflate the total distinct graphical symbol count significantly.
S e m i o t i c C l a r i t y P e r c e p t u a l D i s c r i m i n a b i l i t y
S e m a n t i c T r a n s p a r e n c y C o m p l e x i t y M a n a g e m e n t We calculated Spearman correlation coefficients for both expert and non-expert matrices, shown in Table 4 . Neither matrix contains strong correlations, with only a small number of correlations with an effect size 0.4 ≤ |r | < 0.6, most others being 0.0 ≤ |r | < 0.2. (The highest r is 0.5546 for experts correlating cognitive integration with semantic transparency and 0.40795 for non-experts correlating semiotic clarity with perceptual discriminability a P < 0.0001).
This may indicate either that practitioners do not consider the same trade-offs as proposed by Moody, or that, regardless of such trade-offs existing, requirements that may affect each other are still perceived as equally important. Nevertheless, none of the identified correlations contradict the trade-offs claimed by Moody.
Difference between requirements for use with experts and non-experts
Following Table 4 and the initial hints of differences established in Fig. 2 , we can also compute the delta between the relative importance of the different requirements as perceived by the participants, shown in Table 5 . We found that, when comparing the relative importance attributed to different requirements while modeling with fellow modeling experts to that of modeling with non-modeling experts, the correlation between cognitive fit and perceptual discriminability became much less pronounced (a negative change in r of 0.26), while the correlation between cognitive fit and semantic transparency became much more pronounced (a positive change in r of 0.22). This shows that when models are used to communicate with modeling non-experts, such as business stakeholders, the requirement for ensuring that the symbols used in that particular model suggest their meaning is perceived to be more important than when using the models with modeling experts. This is in line with the need for symbolically and semantically rich graphics, corroborating the findings in Table 3 as to why cognitive fit is considered important after rely heavily on color, being the easiest way to label objects with properties. However, with the number of colorblind people, color alone is insufficient to label anything; it must be used with a different shape, font, size, shading (single or double stripes, stripe direction, etc). That said, it's still important to me to use color along with that other visual cue, because color reminds me of its meaning much faster than trying to figure out the font or shape, etc" all: because, as a participant put it: "I cannot [create the final] formal models without 'artist impressions' or rich pictures tailored to specific stakeholders or stakeholder groups."
Clusters of requirements
We attempted to find clusters in the perceived importance of requirements (e.g., to find that the perceived importance of semantic transparency and of graphic economy is related) by performing a factor analysis. The factor analysis identified three factors in the scores for use of models with fellow experts and four factors in the scores for use of models with non-modeling experts. These factors mean that there is a statistical correlation between the scores for, e.g., Visual Expressiveness, Dual Coding, and Cognitive Fit (the second factor found for requirements when modeling with experts). To verify whether this factor is meaningful, we needed to link it to an explanation grouping these requirements together. For example, in earlier work [25] , the PoN principles were grouped on the basis of the challenge required for their implementation, and in a recently proposed framework for applying the PoN [23], the PoN principles were grouped on the basis of the information that is required to verify each principle.
However, a comparison of the factors showed that no matching sets of factors became clear. Perhaps this lack of matching between factors shows that the practitioners' perception of these requirements cannot be predicted on the basis of what we know about the principles in general. Instead, their perceptions must be understood in terms of the practical context; that is, how the things on which practitioners work and how they work on them influence their perceptions of these requirements. Thus, with no clear empirical grounding for what ordering or real-world variables explain the statistically identified factors, we do not treat them as meaningful clusters, proceeding instead to address each principle individually.
Correlations between requirements and demographic factors
We performed a further correlation analysis between each of the requirements (nine principles for use with experts, nine principles for use with non-experts) and all demographic data (topics, domains, etc.). 2 Table 6 summarizes the identified (borderline) significant correlations according to Fisher's Values in emphases have an r ≥ 0.2 and are statistically significant with a P < 0.05 exact test. We identified correlations between a number of domains and requirement importance, the exclusive use of UML and requirement importance, the use of an exclusive specific purpose and requirement importance, and the number of purposes and requirement importance. These correlations show, in particular for the domains of Government and IT/Software, that there are a number of preconceptions concerning which aspects of visual notation design are deemed most important. Taken together, these correlations may lead to a more tailored approach of the PoN for visual notation design. This is discussed in more detail in Sect. 7.
While we initially wished to assess correlations between topics and the perceived importance of specific requirements, the nature of the elicited data made this infeasible. Most practitioners work on multiple topics (the median being three), whether concurrently or alternatingly. However, from a cognitive point of view, the number of topics on which one works could be expected to affect the perception of certain requirements, as switching between diagrams for different topics might similarly imply differing requirements. We used a Spearman correlation coefficient here also to assess the correlation between the number of topics and each requirement's perceived importance. Surprisingly, no statistically significant correlations were found. Two borderline significant correlations were found, albeit with small effect sizes. These are the perceived importance of visual expressiveness for use with experts (P = 0.0562) and the perceived importance of cognitive integration for use with non-experts (P = 0.0709).
Discussion
In the following, we discuss some further insights arising from our analysis and summarize the answer to each of the research questions.
Completeness of PoN principles
One of the most interesting findings was that the requirements for visual notations elicited from our participants are all covered by the PoN principles-at least in theory. Moreover, no requirements related to the design of notations that did not map to some PoN principle were mentioned. This essentially reinforces the PoN as a potentially leading approach for the design of visual notations, which is complete in the sense that it covers all the important requirements practitioners may have. This, of course, does not imply that the PoN principles can be easily operationalized in a visual notation, as discussed in [25, 27] . Moreover, applications of the PoN satisfy those requirements, as most applications of the PoN were found to offer little critical thought toward it, rarely consider its suitability for a particular context, and typically treat and discuss the PoN with few, if any, verifiable details and data [22] .
Moreover, it is likely that they cannot be fully satisfied, as the PoN principles are not independent, and that one principle is satisfied may imply that it impossible to satisfy another. For example, improving the notation's intuitive understandability by employing rich pictographs affects the complexity of drawing by hand, as well as the ease of distinguishing between different pictographs, depending on their design. In isolation, both requirements are very important for most practitioners, but design choices made when implementing a concrete visual notation require the active involvement of its intended users [21] .
Summarized answer to RQ1, What requirements do practitioners perceive for visual notations: All the nine principles of the PoN theory are considered important by practitioners (RQ1a) and represent a complete coverage of requirements for primary visual notation (RQ1b). Some requirements are considered more important than others, showing a differentiation in the perceived importance of requirements when using models with modeling experts or non-experts. (RQ1c). The analysis in Sect. 6.3 shows that there are correlations between certain aspects of a practitioner's demographic data and the amount of importance they attach to certain requirements (RQ1d).
Outside the scope of PoN principles
As reported, the requirements that fall outside the scope of the PoN principles typically do not refer directly to the visual notation itself, but to the way it is actually used. A repeated requirement expressed by participants is that they would like to be able to draw diagrams by hand, and then be supported in converting them to digital models.
Others reiterated that it is important for a visual notation to be easy to draw by hand, going so far as to note free-form utilization of the notation is the most important criterion for adaption, and they would not be able to produce formal models without first producing less constrained freehand sketches. This further demonstrates a gap between how the visual notations are expected to be used and the way they are actually used in practice.
Another, complementary issue mentioned by participants is the possibility of modeling with the support of computerbased tools. In fact, when it is necessary to encode models using more formal means, it becomes vital that a visual notation has tool support, including support for zooming in or out, animation, dynamic filters, and so on, are all aspects desired by practitioners-for which there needs to be adequate tool support for the visual notation.
We should stop "pushing" modeling notations
The very small number of visual notations used by significant numbers of people in practice is a noteworthy finding. The main notations used by practitioners (UML, BPMN, SysML, ArchiMate) are regulated by standardization bodies. This should be taken as a message to academia to stop "pushing" new visual notations to the industry and attempt instead to "pull" the changes that practitioners want in the already existing notations they in fact use. An important point in this context is the expressed need for more visual variability in the context of using such standardized notations, as one participant stressed: "[it is important that] standardized visual notation used by everyone; different views generated depending on people's role but keeping the same notation".
Ensuring that the notations actually used in practice are as cognitively effective as they can be should thus be an important research direction. All four of these languages have been analyzed to some extent using the PoN, although the completeness and thoroughness of those applications differs [20] . Findings of such work, and their implications for the language's visual design should not remain solely in the context of academic articles, but be directed toward the actual standards.
Summarized answer to RQ2, To what extent does existing research address these requirements: The requirements elicited did not concern only visual notation design, as they included requirements for correctness and support (17 requirements) and secondary notation (2 requirements). (RQ2a). Nonetheless, as noted previously, for those requirements concerning primary visual notation, the PoN principles as used in the questionnaire seem to cover all the requirements practitioners attach to primary visual notation design (RQ2b). However, to ensure that the application of the PoN to a visual notation covers all these requirements, involving them in the operationalization of each principle is vital.
Meaningful (visual) variability
From the practitioners' responses, it becomes apparent that there is a need for visual dialects within the languages they use, which should be tailored to modeling experts and nonexperts. As noted by one participant, flexibility is needed to communicate to several audiences, because what works for a software engineer will not necessarily work for a business user.
Variability in the context of modeling languages has received attention in the literature, such as the need for systematic ways to create dialects of enterprise modeling languages [2] . However, such work remains primarily on the level of meta-models describing which entities exist, namely the abstract syntax. To define or describe a modeling language fully this is not sufficient, as both semantics (what things mean) and the concrete syntax, or visual notation (how things look), are important [17] . Meta-modeling approaches grounded in the OMG Meta-Object-Facility (MOF) [37] have been proposed for extending the degree to which visual notations are systematically captured and linked to their meta-models [9, 34] . Related approaches for detecting inconsistencies between such definitions of visual notations and meta-models have also been proposed [1] . In some of this work, the option of multiple visual notations for a single meta-model [17] is explicitly noted. The conclusion is reached that multiple visual notations can be used provided that the underlying meta-model is well defined and serves as a common (abstract) representation of the actual information represented in the model. However, these studies predate insights provided by the PoN theory, which show diagramlevel aspects of design known to be important for ensuring that non-experts can parse models effectively. In particular, it is now understood that meaningful variations in concrete syntax to bridge the expert-non-expert gap amount to more than mere differences in the symbols or color schemes used. Some examples of such variation are [33] : -Targeted iconographic design to suggest meaning: nonexperts are aided by the use of rich pictures that suggest their meaning clearly. -Use of visual complexity management mechanisms: nonexperts may find it difficult to parse models that do not incorporate any mechanisms to abstract and hide information, and have to mentally "chunk" elements into sub-diagrams. -Variation in the number of visual variables used to discriminate between visual elements: non-experts may benefit from graphical symbols being distinguished by more than just shape or color.
-Variation in the size of the visual vocabulary: non-experts are challenged by notations with a high number of distinct graphical symbols.
However, can we practically support such variation in the realistic context of the standardized modeling languages that practitioners use? A look at the two largest languages in terms of users, UML and BPMN, shows there is significant tension between respecting the use of standardized languages and implementing the visual dialects practitioners want.
UML allows a designer to adapt the notation to a specific context by using stereotyping, which allows the use of both specific terminology and [visual] notation [36, sec. 12.3.3.4] . The extent to which a new notation can be introduced is limited, however, to primarily new symbols and coloring. It is possible to append a symbol to stereotyped entities as a marker or to display them as that symbol entirely.
This allows at least for the use of rich pictures: the use of detailed iconographic representation for domain concepts. However, there is a significant limitation in that these visual modifications seem to be allowed only for stereotyped elements. This means that new elements in the abstract syntax have to be created and the semantics defined, instead of allowing simple visual variability in the representation. The existence of numerous tool-specific extensions to allow for modification and coloring of core elements (e.g., in Visual Studio) seems to be a clear hint at people implementing this need themselves. Similar to UML, BPMN extensions, the primary means of visual modification in practice seems to be coloring and the addition of markers to existing graphical elements [26] . There are concrete instructions in the standard for BPMN [37] for extending its notation. Particularly salient are:
-"A new shape representing a kind of Artifact MAY be added to a Diagram, but the new Artifact shape SHALL NOT conflict with the shape specified for any other BPMN element or marker." -"An extension SHALL NOT change the specified shape of a defined graphical element or marker (e.g., changing a square into a triangle, or changing rounded corners into squared corners, etc.)."
The same restriction as in the UML standard is found again: that existing elements may not be meaningfully changed. Shape, color, and line style of existing core constructs are all protected. This impacts the practitioner's ability to create a meaningful variability in the visual notation, as properties of the core constructs would be modified to deal with practitioners' needs. It could be argued that allowing changes to the core constructs' representation would impact the mutual intelligibility of the models created. However, as practitioners clearly indicate such variability would be used to communicate between an expert audience (e.g., developer, technical analysts) and a non-expert audience (e.g., business stakeholders, management, end-users), there is no need for each group to read the same underlying model as that in the visual representation optimal for the other group. Therefore, the challenge of mutual intelligibility does not come into play. The ability to support practitioners with the meaningful visual dialects they require in standardized language such as UML and BPMN-especially when these require non-trivial changes such altering visual variables, visual vocabulary size, or complexity mechanisms -thus seems to be an inherent contradiction.
Summarized answer to RQ3, To what extent does the existing modeling language landscape satisfy these requirements: The predominant visual notations used by practitioners (RQ3a) are UML, BPMN, SysML, and ArchiMate. The literature reports on applications of the PoN theory to most of these notations, showing that they tend to be lacking in terms of several PoN principles (cf. UML/SysML [32] , BPMN [11] , ArchiMate [31] ), and we can therefore deduce that they do not satisfy the requirements considered important by practitioners (RQ3b). While there are some additional, non-standard tools that are used by some in practice to alleviate such issues (e.g., color-coding plugins for Visual Studio) (RQ3c), it is likely that the most salient reason for these visual notations not adequately satisfying the requirements is related to their nature as standardized languages and as such resistant to change (RQ3d).
Summary and concluding outlook
This article presented a study on the requirements held by practitioners for visual notations of conceptual modeling languages.
One important conclusion is that the empirical evidence presented in this paper supports the view of the PoN as a guiding theory for the design of visual notations that is well aligned with practitioners' requirements. It should be noted that to actually meet those requirements, the PoN has to be applied carefully and taking into account the intended users of the visual notation, which is a non-trivial task. Moreover, we should go beyond the visual design of notations and explore the question of how the models will be used: the ability to draw models by hand and the availability of sophisticated tool support are both concerns raised by practitioners that should be taken into account.
Another insight from our study is that the primary visual notations used in practice are those regulated by standardization bodies. Practitioners would like visual variability to be introduced and the ability to define different visual dialects, features that go beyond what is currently allowed by these standards. This is a point that requires further collaboration between the research community and the industrial parties to ensure that the languages used in practice can satisfy their users' requirements.
The most important take-away message from this study is that academic research should stop "pushing" new notations to industry, because there is little to no data showing they achieve any significant adoption. Instead, we should explore the problems related to the existing notations already widely used and attempt to improve them according to the needs of industry. 
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